
Seattle Pays 2020 BLM Rioters $10 Million
Over ‘Excessive Force’ Claims

written by GEG | January 29, 2024

Seattle has agreed to pay $10 million to 50 rioters injured by police during the summer
of riots. Seattle claimed that it was too costly to go to trial. In the last year,
Denver agreed to pay $4.7 million to 300 BLM rioters arrested in 2020. Philadelphia
coughed up $9 million. NYC is paying $13 million.
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A critic wrote that activist teachers know they’re confusing the youth, but they just do
it anyway because it’ll help bring down the West. They don’t want inclusion, they want
confusion. They want the English language to get rekt.
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The dismissal of all misdemeanor crimes, excluding DUI and domestic violence,
effectively legalizes those crimes. The new law was introduced into the budget process,
rather than in the open with a hearing, and would open the floodgates for crime,
including theft, assault, harassment, trespass and more.

Seattle: Rioters Allegedly Tried To Seal
Police Precinct Door Before Lighting A Fire
Outside
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The Police Officers Guild president said that this act shows that the leftists are
intent on killing police officers and that the city is being held hostage by 100 to 150
people that are bent on destroying the city.

Seattle Radio Host Now Wants a Gun to Defend
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Paul Gallant has a new perspective on violent protests after mocking President Donald
Trump in June for saying anarchists were burning and pillaging Seattle. Gallant lives in
an apartment above a Starbucks coffee shop that was trashed and burned.

Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan Dismantles CHOP,
then 300 Protesters Show Up at Her Home
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City Council member Kshama Sawant, a committed socialist/communist, joined the protest
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mob and called for Durkan’s removal. City workers have begun removing the barriers from
the CHOP squatters’ camp.

Residents And Businesses Sue Seattle For
Allowing CHOP Autonomous Zone
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Can Americans not see that Mayors, city councils, and police in one city after city
after another are on the side of destruction? Why? Because they are playing their role
in setting up such a crisis that Americans will call for martial law – which is the end
game.
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Seattle Public Schools sent out a warning to parents that thousands of students could be
banned from returning to school after Christmas break if they are not up to date on
their vaccinations. “Personal” or “philosophical” exemptions for the MMR vaccine were
eliminated by Washington state lawmakers in May of 2019.

Seattle Can’t Clean Human Feces Off
Sidewalks Because Democrat Councilman Says
Hoses Are Racist
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Seattle, Washington is having trouble deciding how to remove human feces from their
sidewalks thanks to Democrat city councilman, Larry Gossett, who claims pressure washers
are racist. He says they bring back images of hoses being used against civil-rights
activists.
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Seattle City Council Repeals Tax on Jobs to
Benefit Homeless, after Big Biz Applies
Pressure
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Amazon, Starbucks and other large employers were able to pressure Seattle’s City Council
into overturning the socialist “head tax” of $275 on each employee per year that was
expected to raise $50 million per year. The money was to help the growing homeless
population. Amazon has more than 45,000 employees, and the tax would have cost the
company $12,375,000.
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